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The purpose of this press release is to compare and contrast a company's products 
with a competitor's.

The following questionnaire is designed to help you organize the most relevant 
information for this type of press release. Providing clear, concise, and informative 
answers will directly impact its quality. Whether your goal is to write the press release 
yourself or submit a fact sheet to a professional writer, take the time to organize and 
explain the facts of your development by answering these questions.

Spedrite Auto

Questionnaire To Write A Competing Product 
Comparison Press Release

Competitor Name:

Fortitude Portable Jump Starter
Company Product Name: 

SR Power-Peak Portable Jump Starter
Competitor Product Name:

Auto Accessories and Tools
Company Product Marketplace: 

Car owners, mechanics, roadside assistance companies
Who Buys/Uses The Product: 

To keep in vehicles for emergency jump-starts and as a portable power source. To use as a charging source for portable and plug-in devices 
in the event of a blackout or emergency or when camping, hiking, etc.

Why They Buy It: 

To jump-start vehicles and charge and power devices in event of an emergency or when in a remote location.
Why They Use It:

Customers gain peace of mind knowing they have a convenient and reliable source of power. They do not need to rely on another vehicle 
and jumper cables to restart their car’s battery. They enjoy the added advantage of being able to plug in a USB cable to charge and power 
all types of devices.

What Do Customers Appreciate About It:

The TechChek Fortitude portable jump starter provides notable advantages over the Spedrite Power-Peak portable jump starter, including 
its lighter weight, clearer power indicator display, and detachable cables, which means that the Fortitude can fit within the average glove 
box, center console, or below the passenger seat. It can also be carried in a backpack and operated with one hand, making it the more 
portable of the two.    

Why Is It Better Than The Competitor Product: 

We offer friendly and informative customer service and we stand behind our products. Our customers can contact us and we’ll take care of 
their needs, whether they have questions about how to get the most out of their device, if they need replacement parts or components, or 
wish to confirm that this product is most appropriate for their specific vehicle.

How Does The Product Ensure Customer Loyalty: 

We’re confident that they will have a better buying experience and that our portable charger will offer better performance compared to 
the Spedrite Power-Peak and similar portable jump starters.

Why Should Customers Of The Competitor Product Switch To Your Company’s: 

The Fortitude is a high-quality, precision-made product that will function reliably in emergency circumstances. We want to deliver 
solutions that provide peace of mind and practical, user-friendly functionality. 

How Is The Product Representative Of The Company’s Mission To Serve Customers:

The TechChek Fortitude has been a top-rated, best-selling product since its introduction. Many of our customers have chosen it as a 
replacement for bulky, unreliable, and lesser-quality products. We’re proud to provide an upgrade and the peace of mind that comes 
with it. 

Quote From The Company About This Competitive Product:

Jensen Burrows
Person Providing The Quote:

Customer Relations Lead
Their Professional Title/Role:

This is what readers should do if they want to find out more.

Check out our featured product page for detailed specs on the Fortitude portable jump starter and a list of its features.

Call To Action:

A comparison between portable jump starters puts TechChek’s Fortitude ahead of Spedrite Auto’s SR Power-Peak. Features like reduced 
weight, more compact housing, and better performance create a solid case for customers to make the switch. 

Summary:

Company Name: TechChek

Website: www.techchek.com

Target URL: www.techchek.com/products/

portablestarters.html



TechChek is an automobile accessory and driver gadget manufacturer that makes unique and useable products for the 
modern driver. The company has introduced many solutions that enable car owners to get more out of their vehicles and 
always enjoy the ride.

BOILERPLATE

TECHCHEK COMPARES ITS FORTITUDE PORTABLE JUMP 
STARTER TO SPEDRITE AUTO’S SR POWERPEAK

A comparison between portable jump starters puts TechChek’s Fortitude ahead of Spedrite Auto’s SR Power-Peak. 
Features like reduced weight, more compact housing, and better performance create a solid case for customers to 
make the switch. 

Portable jump starters are a great asset to drivers, mechanics, and providers of roadside assistance services. 
These devices can restore power to a vehicle battery and function as a charging resource during an emergency situation. 
However, not all portable jump starters offer the same value, performance, and reliability.

To learn more about the top-grade Fortitude portable jump starter, visit techchek.com/products/portablestarters.html

AAutomobile accessories and driver gadget manufacturer, TechChek, offers one of these solutions with its Fortitude 
portable jump starter. This device has been shown to be a solid favorite compared to competing products like the SR 
Power-Peak portable jump starter from Spedrite Auto.

TechChek’s customers have a lot to appreciate about the Fortitude portable jump starter. This includes the benefits of 
having a convenient and reliable source of power to restart a car battery and also charge devices with a USB output.

TThe Fortitude portable jump starter surpasses the SR Power-Peak for its reduced weight, easy-to-read power indicator 
display, and detachable cables, which contribute to compact storage in a vehicle’s glovebox, center console, below the 
passenger seat, or in a backpack. Single-hand operation also adds to the Fortitude’s ease of use and convenience.

In In addition to the many features of the Fortitude, customers also chose to buy from TechChek for the superior customer 
experience. The manufacturer has been recognized for its attentive customer service and dedication to addressing 
individual concerns, including how to get the most out of their device, assist in identifying vehicle battery capability, and 
how to get replacement parts.

TechChek welcomes buyers of Spedrite Auto’s products, particularly its SR Power-Peak to consider making a switch to the 
Fortitude. The manufacturer is confident that new customers will enjoy an overall better buying experience and more 
reliable performance through its portable jump starter.       

Jensen BuJensen Burrows, the manufacturer’s customer relations lead, stressed this as she states, “The TechChek Fortitude has been 
a top-rated, best-selling product since its introduction. Many of our customers have chosen it as a replacement for bulky, 
unreliable, and lesser-quality products. We’re proud to provide an upgrade and the peace of mind that comes with it.”

The company has also emphasized that its mission to provide peace of mind and practical, user-friendly functionality is 
realized through such a high-quality, precision-made product. It urges future customers to visit its featured product page 
for detailed specs on the Fortitude portable jump starter and a list of its features.
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